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On the Extension of Real Places1)

Manfred knebusch

Introduction

About twenty years ago S. Lang studied places (p:K-+Rvao on a field K with
values in a fixed real closed field R ([L]). One of his main results was the theorem, that
any such place q> can be extended to an /î-valued place on a suitable real closure of
K([L], Th. 6). Now the real closures of AT correspond up to X-isomorphisms uniquely
to the (total) orderings ofK. Thus one may ask whether it is possible to obtain a more
précise version of Lang's theorem by a more thorough analysis of the relations be-

tween orderings and real places. This question is the starting point of the présent paper.
We say that an ordering a of AT lies over the place (p:K-+Ruoo or that cp and a

are compatible, if any élément a of K which is positive with respect to a has value
q>(a) oo or (p(a)^0. (Recall that R is ordered in a unique way). In §1 we first show
that over any real place q> lies at least one ordering a. Then we prove the following
refinement of Lang's theorem:

THEOREM 1.6. Assume that L is an algebraic field extension of K, that /? is an

ordering on L and that cp is an R-valuedplace on K, compatible with the restriction ofP

to K. Then there exists a unique R-valued place \j/ on L extending ç and compatible
with p.

Harrison ([H]), and Leicht, Lorenz ([LL]) showed that the orderings a of a field K
correspond uniquely to the signatures a of K, i.e. the ring homomorphisms a: W{K)
-» Z, where W{K) dénotes the Witt ring of non singular symmetric bilinear forms over
K([W]). As usual we dénote for any a^O in Kby (a) the élément of W(K) represented

by the form B:Kx K-+K, B(x, y)=axy. The signature a corresponding to the ordering

a is characterized by o(a)— +1 if a>0 with respect to a, and <r(a)= — 1 if a<0.
(Recall that W{K) is generated by the éléments (a).) We shall make strong use of this
connection between orderings and Witt rings, and we shall always identify an ordering
a with the corresponding signature a. The unique signature W{R) -> Z will be denoted

bye.
As will be explained in §2, any JR-valued place q> on A'yields a well defined additive

map q>*: W{K)-»Z, whose value on an élément (a) is obtained in the following way:
If the square class aK*2 contains an élément a'—ab2 such that <p {a') ^ 0 and # oo, then

ç>* (#)—<?(? (a')) wftk an arbitrary choice of a'. If aK*2 contains no such éléments,

*) The main results of this paper hâve been announced in [K2, part B].
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then (p*(a)=0. Obviously a signature a lies over cp if and only if a(a) (p^(a) for ail
a in K* such that (p*(a)^0.

We prove in §2 the following counterpart of the theorem above:

THEOREM 2.6. Assume that L is an arbitrary field extension of K, that \j/ is an
R-valued place on L and that a is a signature of K lying over xjj | K. There exists a

signature x ofL lying over \j/ and extending a {i.e. x(a) cr (a)for ail a in K*} ifand only

ifo(a) \l/*{a)for ail a in K* with ^(a)^0.
We further prove in §2 a theorem about the real places in the field composites of

an algebraic extension Lt/K and an arbitrary extension L2/K.
Our work in §3 originates from the question, how many i?-valued extensions has

a given i?-valued place cp of K in a finite field extension L/K. Recall that the regular
trace TrL/K induces an additive map Tr*/K: W(L)-+ W{K) mapping the class of a

symmetric bilinear space (E, B) over L to the class of the space (E, TrL/KoB) over K
(cf [S]). We prove the following trace formula: For any x in W{L)

Z M*)

where \j/ runs through ail i£-valued places of L extending cp, with the convention that
the right hand side is zéro if there are no such places \j/. Applying this formula to the
unit élément (1) of W(L) one obtains that <p has exactly cp* (Tr*/K(l)) iÊ-valued extensions

to L.
The final section 4 gives an application of the theorem 1.6 cited above to the prob-

lem of extending an i£-valued place cp on K to a field L which is finitely generated

over K but not necessarily algebraic.
To prevent misunderstandings I remark that in this paper différent places with the

same valuation ring are never identified and that a place is allowed to be trivial, i.e.

to avoid the value oo.

§i

We first recall some well known facts and notations (cf [L], [AS]). Assume that on
a field K an ordering a is given and that k is a subfield of K. An élément a of K is

called infinitely large over k (with respect to g) if there is no élément c>0 in k such

that \a\ <c. Hère |a| dénotes the élément a if a^O and -a if a^Q with respect to a.
The set of éléments of K, which are not infinitely large over k, is a valuation ring of
K ([AS], p. 95) which we call the valuation ring o=o(K/k9 a) associated with a over k.

Obviously the maximal idéal m of o is the set of ail éléments a in Kwhich are infinitely
small over k, i.e. \a\ <c for ail c>0 in k.

Clearly kco. A field k' with kczk'cKis called archimedian over k (with respect
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to a) if i'co. Then o is also the valuation ring associated with g over k''. It is clear
from gênerai valuation theory that any algebraic extension k' of k in Kis archimedian
over k.

As follows from Zorn's lemma, there exists at least one intermediate field k=>k
which is maximal archimedian over k, i.e. £ is archimedian over k, but no field kr => k
différent from k is archimedian over k ([L], p. 379). We say that k is maximal
archimedian in K, if k lc. It is clear from gênerai valuation theory that the field o/m is

always algebraic over k.
The ordering g of K induces an ordering g of o/nt, characterized in the following

way ([AS], p. 95): An élément â of o/rrt is positive if and only if a preimage a in o is

positive. (It does not matter which preimage is chosen.) If K is real closed then k is

real closed, since k is algebraically closed in K. Thus in this case k maps bijectively
onto o/m ([AS], p. 95).

AH rings in this paper are commutative and hâve a unit élément and ail ring
homomorphisms map 1 to 1. The unit group of a ring A is denoted by A*. We further
dénote by W{A) the Witt ring of non degenerate symmetric bilinear forms over A, and
for any homomorphism oc : A -> C into a ring C we dénote by W(a) the corresponding
ring homomorphism from W(A) to W(C). We refer the reader to [K], [KRW, § 1], or
[M] for thèse notions. For any élément a in A we dénote by (a) the élément of W{A)
which is represented by the form B:AxA->A, B(x,y) — axy. Thèse éléments (a)
form a subgroup Q(A) of W(A), which will be identified with the group A*/A*2 of
square classes. If A is local, i.e. A has only one maximal idéal, the ring W{A) is

generated by Q(A) (e.g. [KRW, §1]). In this paper only the Witt rings of fields and
valuation rings will play a rôle.

As explained in the introduction, the signatures a of a field K, i.e. the homomorphisms

g from the ring W{K) to Z, correspond uniquely to the orderings of K. Let L
be a field extension of K and i dénote the inclusion map from K into L. For any
signature t of L we dénote by % | if the signature <x to W(i) of K, and we say that g is

the restriction ofx to K, or that t is an extension ofto L. This terminology is compatible
with the usual meaning of extension and restriction of orderings.

Throughout this paper R dénotes a real closed field and q dénotes the signature of
R. For a moment we forget about orderings of the field K and consider a place

(p:K-+Rvoo. Let o dénote the valuation ring of (p, i.e. the ring of ail éléments x in K
with (p(x)^oo. By composing the map W(cp | o) from W(o) to W(R) with q: W(R)
z%Z we obtain a ring homomorphism from W(o) to Z which we dénote by 0. On a

generator (a) of W(o), a in o*, the map takes the value 1 if cp (a) > 0 and — 1 if (p (a) < 0.

Since o is a Prûfer ring, the map W(i): W(o) -*> W{K)9 obtained from the inclusion

map i:o-+Kis injective ([K5 Satz 11.1.1]; the reader may also consult [KRWl5 Lemma

1.1] or [M, p. 93], where this fact is stated for Dedekind rings but proved for
Prûfer rings). We shall always consider W(o) as a subring of W{K).
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We say that a signature a of K lies over q>, or that cp is compatible with <r, if cr

extends cp. Obviously this définition coincides with the définition given in the
introduction.

PROPOSITION 1.1. [KRW2, 1.13.] Over any place (p:K->RKjoo lies at least

one signature a of K.
Since this fact is central for the présent work, we recall the proof given in [KRW2] :

The kernel P of cp is a minimal prime idéal of W(o) [KRW]. Thus there exists at least

one prime idéal Q of W(K) lying over P [B, Chap. II, §2, no. 6, Prop. 16]. Since

W(o)/P^Z embeds into W(K)/Q we must hâve W(K)/Q^Z ([LL], [H]). The only
homomorphism o : W{K) -> Z with kernel Q is the desired signature.

LEMMA 1.2. (cf [L], p. 382) Let (p be an R-valuedplace on Kand a be a signature

of K lying over cp. Assume further that a and b are éléments of K and (p(a)^co. Then

with respect to the orderings corresponding to a and q the following are true:

(i) b > a implies cp (b) oo or (p(b)^(p(a).
(ii) 0<b<a implies cp(b)^oo andO^(p(b)^(p(a).
Proof. (i) b — a>0 implies cp{b — a) co or cp(b — a)^O and thus (p(b)=oo or

(ii) This is clear if cp (b) 0. Assume now <p (b) ^ 0. Then cp (ab ~1) cp{a

and we obtain from ab~1>\ and (i) that (p(a) cp(b~1)^ 1. Thus certainly
and we obtain from b>0 that cp(b)>0. Thus (p(a)^<p(b). q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 1.3. (cf. [L], Th. 5). Let cp be an R-valued place on K and k be

a subfield ofK on which cp is trivial. Assume that R is archimedian over (p(k). Then for
a signature t on K the following are équivalent:

(i) t lies over cp.

(ii) The valuation ring o ofcp coincides with the valuation ring o (K/k, t) ofx over k.
The homomorphism cp : o/îîl -> R induced by (p on the residue class field of a is order

preserving with respect to the ordering f, induced by t on o/m, and q.

PROOF. a) Let o' dénote the ring o (K/k, t) and m' dénote the maximal idéal of
o'. We first assume o'=o and analyze the situation in this case. That <p is order
preserving with respect to f and q means in the language of quadratic forms that the map
go W(cp) from W(o/m) to Z coincides with f. We dénote the canonical map from o

onto o/m by a. Clearly t | W(o) ï° W(oc). Now W(a) is surjective, since ail genera-
tors (â), â in (o/m)*, can be lifted to éléments (a) in W(o). Therefore the équation

t £o W(cp) is équivalent to t | W(o) q<> W((p | o) 0. Thus (ii)=>(i) is clear, and to

prove (i)=>(ii) it only remains to be shown that if t lies over cp the rings o' and o

coïncide.

b) Assume that t lies over cp. We first show that m cm'. Let a be an élément of K
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which is not in m' and let b \a| withrespect to t. There exists some c> 0 in k with h > c.

By Lemma 1.2(i) we obtain cp(b) oo or (p(b)^(p(c)^0. Since (p(c)^O, certainly
cp(b)^§ and thus <p(a)/0, i.e. a lies not in m. This proves ment'.

Now we show m'c m. Then 0=0' will be clear. Assume a is an élément of m' and
without loss of generality a>0. For any c>0 in k we hâve 0<a<c and thus by Lemma

1.2 (ii) 0<<p(#)<(p(c). Since JR is archimedian over q>{k) the value q>(a) must be

zéro i.e. a lies in m. q.e.d.

EXAMPLE 1.4. If k is a maximal subfield of K such that a given place (p:K-+
-> i? u 00 is trivial on fc then for any signature x of K the conditions (i) and (ii) of
Proposition 1.3 are équivalent. In fact, ail values of cp lie in the algebraic closure Rr

of cp(k) in R, which is archimedian over q>{k). Replace R by Rr\

COROLLARY 1.5. Let a be a signature on a field K and k be a subfield of K,
whose algebraic closure k' in K is maximal archimedian with respect to a. Further
assume that x'.k-+Risan orderpreserving homomorphism with respect toa\k andg. Then

there exists a unique place (p:K-+Rv 00 with the following properties:
(i) (p is compatible with a,
(ii) <p\k x>

(iii) q> is zéro dimensional over k> i.e. ail values ^00 ofcp are algebraic over x(k)-
Proof. We replace R by the algebraic closure of cp (k) in R and then forget condition

(iii). According to Proposition 1.3 the valuation ring of the place <p to be con-
structed must coincide with 0=0(K/k9 t). Now, by the assumption about kf, the resi-

due class ring o/m of 0 is algebraic over k. Thus it follows from a well known theorem

of Artin and Schreier [AS, Satz 8] that there exists a unique order preserving
homomorphism P : o/îît -> R with respect to f and q which extends x (cf [K1? Cor. 5.1 ], where
this is proved by similar methods as are used in the présent paper). By Proposition 1.3

the place which has the valuation ring 0 and induces on o/m the map jS fulfills the

conditions (i) and (ii) and is the only i?-valued place with thèse properties. q.e.d.
From Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.5 we obtain

THEOREM 1.6. (cf [L], Th. 6). Assume that L is an algebraic field extension of
K, that t is a signature ofL and that (p is an R-valued place ofK, compatible with x | K.
Then there exists a unique R-valued place \j/ of L extending q> and compatible with x.

Proof We chose a maximal subfield k of K on which <p is trivial. Then q> is zéro
dimensional over k. By Example 1.4 the valuation ring 0 of q> coincides with the valuation

ring o(K/k, a) associated with the restriction a of x to K. Since LjK is algebraic,
the residue class ring ofo (L/k, x) is algebraic over the residue class ring ofo(K/k, a).
Thus the algebraic closure k! oikmL is maximal archimedian with respect to t. Now
we can apply Cor. 1.5 to a and the homomorphism x 9\k from k to R and also to
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t and X- Clearly (p is the place of K corresponding to a and x in the sensé of Cor. 1.5.

We dénote by i// the place of L corresponding to t and x- Since \j/ | ATmust correspond
to a and x we hâve \j/ | K=q>. On the other hand any i?-valued extension \j/' of q> to L
is zéro dimensional over k. Thus if \j/f is compatible with t, Cor. 1.5 yields ij/f ^.

§2

We want to study the orderings of a field K which lie over a given i?-valued place
of K. For this purpose we first consider more generally an arbitrary valuation ring o
with maximal idéal m, residue class field fc=û/m, and quotient field K. For any a in
0 we dénote by à the image in k. The following proposition has been proved in this
generality in [K3, §3] (cf [Sp], [M, Chap. V] if o is discrète, and [K, § 12] if o has rank
one).

PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a unique additive map ô: W(K)^W(k) such

that d(a) (â) for every a in o* and 5 (#) for every (a) in Q(K) which lies not in
Q(o), i.e. with aK*2no* empty.2

Let v : K* -> F dénote a valuation corresponding to o with value group F. This
valuation induces a map v from Q(K) K*/K*2 to F12F. We chose a subgroup M of
Q (K) such that v gives a bijection from M to FjlF. Such a subgroup M clearly exists,
since Q (K) and FjlF are vector spaces over the field of two éléments. We call M a

group of représentatives for F/2F. Any élément z of W(K) can be written - possibly
in différent ways - in the form z ^me M xmm with xm in W(o) and only finitely many
xm^Q, since this is true for the generators (a) of W{K). We dénote for any x in W($)
by x the image under the natural map from W(o) to W(k). Then one immediately
computes for m in M:

d(mz) xm. (2.2)

In particular ô (mz) is zéro for nearly ail m in M. Thus we hâve a map

A:W(K)-> W(k)[M]

into the group ring of M over W(k), defined by

J(z)= X d(mz)m. (2.3)
me M

It is clear from (2.2) that A is a ring homomorphism which is surjective, since the

2) In [K3] this map d is denoted by q>+ with q> the place K->k U 00 corresponding to 0. In the
présent paper <p+ will hâve a slightly différent meaning.
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natural map W(o)-+ W(k) is surjective. It is further clear from (2.2) that A(z) 0 if
and only if ail xm lie in the kernel of W(o) -> W(k)9 which we dénote by W(o, m).
Summarizing we obtain

PROPOSITION 2.4. A\W(K)-*W(k) [M] is a ring-epimorphism whose kernel
is the idéal of W(K) generated by W(o, m).

Remarks, i) It has been shown in [K, §12] that the set W(o, m) itself is an idéal

of W{K) if o has rank one.

ii) It is not difficult to prove for any local ring o with maximal idéal m that W(o, m)
is generated as an idéal by the éléments 1 — (1 +d) with d in m. We shall not need this
fact.

We now consider a real place cp.K-^RKj oo and dénote by o the valuation ring
of cp. We continue to use the notations m, k, v, F, M with respect to o as above. cp

induces a homomorphism <p from k into R. The composite map

(p* QoW((p)od:W(K)-+ W(k)-+ W(R)-+Z

has the description given in the introduction, and the restriction of <p# to W(o) is the

ring homomorphism $ considered in § 1. As an easy conséquence of Proposition 2.4

we obtain

THEOREM 2.5. The signatures a:W(K)^Zlyingover a givenplace (p:K-+Rvoo
correspond uniquely to the characters %\M-+ { +1} by the following formulas:

for m in M, and

me M

for z in W(K).
Remark. Except the last formula this has already been proved by Krull in a différent

way [Kr, p. 189].

Proof Clearly 0 vanishes on W(o, m). Thus any signature a lying over q> must
vanish on the idéal generated by W(o, m) in W(K). By Prop. 2.4 such a signature
must hâve the form <r ao A with a uniquely determined ring homomorphism a from
W(k) [M] to Z. Thèse homomorphisms a correspond uniquely to the pairs (a0, %)

consisting of a homomorphism a0 : W{k) -> Z and a character x • M -> { ± 1}, the cor-
respondence being given by ao a | W{k) and / a | M. From the définition (2.3) of
A we obtain for the signature a ao A and z in W(K):

°(z)= Z X(
meM
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Such a signature a coincides with $ on W(p) if and only if <xo(z) Q(z) for ail z in
W(o). This means a0od q>^. Theorem 2.5 is now obvious. q.e.d.

THEOREM 2.6. Let L be an arbitrary field extension of K and \I/:L-+Ruco a
real place. Further let g be a signature of K. Then the following are équivalent:

(i)There exists a signature x of L which lies over \j/ and extends g.

(ii) g (a) i/'# (a) for ail a in K* such that ^*(#)#().
Proof (i)=>(ii) is évident. We now assume (ii), which in particular implies that g

lies over the restriction cp ij/ | K. We dénote by o and £5 the valuation rings of cp

resp. y\f, and by 5 and © their residue class fields, further by w:L* -»F' a valuation
corresponding to O with value group F' and by F the value group w(K*) of w | K*.
We chose a group M of représentatives for F\2F in Q (K). Let Mo dénote the subgroup
of ail min M with w(m) in 2F\ and let Mx dénote an arbitrary chosen subgroup of
M such that M=M0 x Mt. The map from Mt into F'\2F' induced by w is injective.
Thus also the natural map from Mx into Q (L) is injective, and we can chose a group
N of représentatives of F'\2Ff in Q (L) which contains the image Nt of Mx. We further
chose a subgroup No of N such that N=N0 x Nv Finally let A dénote the map (2.3)
from W{K) onto W(ô) [M] and A' the analogous map from W(L) onto W(C) [JV].

By the proof of Theorem 2.5 we hâve <r ao A with a homomorphism a from
W(ô) [M] to Z which extends the homomorphism (p*=rQ° W{cp) from ^(ô) to Z.
Similarly x must hâve the form t=j?oJ' with a homomorphism fi from W(£)) [iV]
to Z which we hâve to construct. Since the natural map from Q (K) to Q (L) maps Mo
into g(O)c W(£))f there is an obvious map X from the ring R:= W(ô) [Mo] to the

ring S: W(C). Combining X with the bijection Mt ^ Nt induced by Q (K) -> Q (L)
we obtain a map \i from the ring R\_M{\= W(p) \_M"] to 5^]. Consider now the

diagram

R

with inclusion maps i,j, k. That t lies over y\i means that the upper triangle is com-
mutative, and that x extends a means that the lower triangle is commutative. Our
hypothesis (ii) means ^ o X a o L Now the square with the arrows /, /z, X,j is a pushout
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{Le. gives a description of S^N^ as the tensor product of S and R^M^ over R}.
Thus there is a unique map y.S^N^ -+Z with yoj=îj/^ and yofi a. The only condition

which p has to fulfill is the commutativity of the following triangle :

Since *S'[Ar] S[7^1] []V0] clearly such a homomorphism fi exists. q.e.d.
Remark 2.7. More precisely the extensions of y.S^N^-^Z to Z-valued homo-

morphisms p of S[iV] correspond bijectively to the characters of No. The map from
No to r'/(2rf+r) induced by w is bijective. Thus the signatures x of L extending g
and lying over \j/ correspond bijectively to the characters of r'/(2r'+r) (in a non-
canonical way), if there are any such signatures t.

We close this section with an application of the last two theorems.

THEOREM 2.8. Assume that Lx and L2 arefield extensions of afield K and that

Lx is algebraic over K. Further assume that on each Lt an R-valued place cpt is given
such that cpl and cp2 coïncide on K. Then the following are équivalent:

(i) There exists afield composite F of Lt and L2 over K and an R-valued place \j/

on F extending both <px and q>2.

(ii) <Pi*(d)=z(p2*(a)for aHa in ^* such that both (p^{a) andq>2*{à) are not zéro.

Proof (i) =>(n) is trivial. We now assume that (ii) holds. We first construct on
each Li a signature o{ lying over <pf such that ax | K=a2 | K: Let q> dénote the restriction

(pi | K=cp2 | K, let F dénote the value group of a valuation of K corresponding
to cp, and M dénote a group of représentatives of T\2T in the group Q (K). Further
let A( (/=1, 2) dénote the subgroup of ail m in M such that (pi*(m)^0 and let Xi
dénote the character q>it | At of A*v By hypothesis Xi an^ li coincide on AxnA2.
Thus it is possible to choose a character / of Âf with ^ | ^4f xf for z l, 2. Let a
dénote the signature of K lying over q> and corresponding to the character x as ex~

plained in Theorem 2.5. Clearly cr(m) <plsH(m) for any m in M with <plsK(m)#0 and
thus 0"(#) <Pi*(tf) for any a in K* with <Pi*(a)^0. The same holds with q>2 instead

of <px. By Theorem 2.6 there exists a signature <xf on each Lt which lies over (pt and
extends tr.

We now obtain a field composite F of Lx and L2 over K and a signature r on F
extending both ax and a2 in the following way: Let S be a real closure of L2 with
respect to a2 and y dénote the signature of S. There exists a (unique) homomorphism

f:L±-^S over K which is compatible with at and y, i.e. at =y ° W(f). {Apply [AS],
Satz 8. This is also a spécial case of our Theorem 1.6: Extend the trivial place Kc+ S
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to an S-valued place on Lx compatible with av} The field composite F: =f(Ll) L2aS
and the signature t: — y | F hâve the desired properties.

By Theorem 1.6 there is a unique iÊ-valued place \j/ on F which extends q>2 and is

compatible with t. Clearly if/ | Lt is compatible with a1 and extends <p. Thus by the

same theorem ifr | L1 cpi. q.e.d.
Remark 2.9. In the proof just completed we used the fact that for given signatures

o"i, a2 on Lt and L2 with gx | K=a2 | J£ there exists a field composite F of Lx and L2
over K and a signature t on F with t\L1~g1 and t | L2 cf2. This remains true if
both Lx and L2 are arbitrary field extensions of K with F a free field composite. Fur-
ther it can be shown that for given al and <r2 up to équivalence only one such free

composite F and only one such t exists. Thèse facts are closely related to the following
theorem (see also [K2, Th. 3]): Dénote by A the total quotient ring of L1®XL2. The
kernel and the cokernel of the obvious map from W(Ll)®w(K) W(L2) to W(A) are
2-primary torsion groups. I omit the proofs since we do not need thèse results in the

présent paper.
In the situation of Theorem 3.9 it may happen that there exists more than one

i£-valued place \// on a field composite F of L± and L2 which extends both <pu (p2, as

shows the following

EXAMPLE 2.10. Let cp be an iJ-valued place on a field K and let a and c be

éléments of K such that cp# (a) 0, cp* (c) 1, c not a square. For example let K= R(t)
with one indeterminate t, let cp be the place over R with ç(t) Q and a t, c= 1+r2.
Using the trace formula proved in the next section (see also Introduction) one easily

checks that there is exactly one i£-valued place cpt on Lx : K{*Ja) and one i£-valued

place ç2 on L2:=K(yJac) which extend ç (Of course this also follows from gênerai

valuation theory). The field F=K(<s/a, yjac) is the only composite of Lx and L2 over
K. But q>2 has - by the same trace formula - exactly two extensions ij/9 \j/' to F with
values in R, which both must also extend (px.

§3

Assume that L is a finite extension of degree n of a field K and that an i£-valued

place <p is given on K. Let Tr* : W(L) -> W{K) dénote the transfer map from W{L) to

W{K) with respect to the regular trace Tr=TrL/K ([S], cf. Introduction). The goal of
this section is to prove the following trace formula:

THEOREM 3.1. For every x in W{L)

<p# (Tr* (x)) Yj $* (x) »

with the sum taken over ail R-valued places \j/ on L which extend (p.
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N.B. The sum is finite, since q> has at most n extensions \jj to L [B, Chap VI, §8

no. 3, Th. 1].
We shall deduce this theorem from our results about the connection between

signatures and real places in the previous sections and from the following trace formula
for signatures, which is a conséquence of Artin-Schreier's theory of real closures (see

PROPOSITION 3.2. For every signature g of K and every élément x of W(L)

a(Tr*(x))=ET(x),

where t runs through the finite set ofail signatures of L which extend a
Let \jfh 1< /< r, dénote the i£-valued places of L which extend K (r 0, if there are

no such places). We chose a valuation v:K* -»F with value group r corresponding
to the place <p, and for each i//h 1 ^/<r, a corresponding valuation wt:L* -»rt ex-

tending v with value group F^F. Since y£i(Fi:F)^n [B, loc. cit.], ail (rt:r) are
finite.

To prove Theorem 3.1 we hâve to surmount some technical difficulties, which arise

from the fact that F may not be finitely generated. To get an idea of the proof the

reader is advised to follow first the proof under the additional assumption that F is

finitely generated. Then it is clear (and follows from Lemma 3.3 below), that F/2F
and ail FJlFi hâve the same finite cardinality. The proof goes through with the choice

M0 M, Mx {1}, Ni0 Nt below, and Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 may be skipped.

LEMMA 3.3. For each i with l</<r the kernel and the cokernel of the natural

map af:r/2r-^r£/2rf are finite and hâve the same cardinality.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

i
0->J

~* rt -*¦
2 i2

" -*¦ rt -*¦
ï2

0

0

of exact séquences, where the vertical arrows dénote the homotheties x\-^2x. Since

F ilF is finite, the kernel A( and the cokernel B{ of Fi/F^Fi/F hâve the same finite
cardinality. Now the snake lemma gives an exact séquence

0 -? A{t -* F/2F Z FJlFi -> Bt -> 0

which makes the assertion obvious. q.e.d.
In Q(K)zèK*IK*2 we chose a group M of représentatives of T/2F. Then after

fixing an élément x of W{L) we chose a décomposition M=M0 x M± with the following

properties:
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a) Mo is finite,
b) Mo contains the représentatives of the éléments of ail finite subsets Kerat,

c) (p*(m-Tr*(x)) -0 for m in M but not in Mo,
d) \l/l*(m-x) 0 for l^/<r and ail m in MX with

Clearly such a décomposition of M does exist. By property b) the map Q(K) -> Q(L)
is injective on Mx. Thus we regard M1 also as a subgroup of (?(L). By property b)
further ail maps wl\Q(L)-*rj2ri are injective on Mx. For each i with K^rwe
chose a group JV, of représentatives of TX\2TX in Q(L) which contains A^. Then we
chose a décomposition Nt Nl0 x M-^

LEMMA 3.4. ^4// Nl0, U/<r, teve f/*e stfme cardinality as Mo.
Proof. For each i, l^i^r, we hâve a commutative diagram of exact séquences

v(Mt) -> T/2r -> C->0

with groups Candi), which hâve the cardinalities |C| |M0| and \Dt\ \Nl0\. Let Zf
dénote the kernel and Yt the cokernel of the map C-+Dv Clearly the map v(Mt)^
-^w^Âfi) is bijective. Thus Xl^Kerccl and r^Cokeraj. Lemma 3.4 now follows
from Lemma 3.3 and the exact séquence

0 -? Xt -» C -> D -? r, -* 0. q.e.d.

After thèse préparations we consider sets 5 and Tl9 l</<r, of signatures, defined

as follows : 5= set of ail signatures a of K lying over ç with c (m) 1 for ail m in M1 ;

further T^set of ail signatures t of L lying over \j/t with t (m) 1 for ail m'mMv We

regard the group Ûo of characters of M0 as the subgroup of characters of M which
are trivial on Ml9 and ftl0 as the group of characters of Nt which are trivial on Mt.
Theorem 2.5 gives a bijection from S to ifà0 mapping each er in S to the corresponding
character of M, and in the same way a bijection from Tt to #i0. Thus we know from
Lemma 3.4 that the sets S, Tl9 l^i^r, are ail finite and hâve the same cardinality
\M0\.

Now Theorem 1.6 says, that for each signature t of L, whose restriction t | K lies

over cp, there exists a unique i£-valued place ^ ofL which extends ç and is compatible
with t. Thus the union T=\Jt Tx of ail Tt {T=Q if r 0} is the set of ail signatures t
of L whose restrictions t | K belong to S, and furthermore this union is disjoint,

TtnTj=9 for i^j.
Theorem 3.1 will now corne out by Computing the finite sum £Ter x(x) with our
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fixed élément x in two différent ways. On the one hand,

teT <xes t | «r

Thus by Prop. 3.2 with z=Tr*(x):

£ t(x)=£ <t(2).

By the last formula in Theorem 2.5 this sum equals

(m
fe Mo

By the property c) of the décomposition M=M0 x Mt we may replace M by Af0 in
the interior sum. Then interchanging the summations we obtain

TeT

On the other hand

S ()£ E
teT i=l TeTf

{Read zéro for the right hand side if r=0}. Again by Theorem 2.5

where m0 dénotes the component of m in Ni0. Since Ni0 is finite, we may interchange
the summations and obtain for the right hand side

m e Nt \xe tii0 /
The interior sum is zéro if m0 ^ 1. But ifm0 1, then m€Mt and by property d) of our
décomposition of M the factor ^^(mx) vanishes except for m l. Thus this sum
reduces to |7Vi0| ^*(x), and we obtain

£ T(x)=f |AU*tt(x). (3-6>
TeT i=l

Theorem 3.1 now follows from (3.5), (3.6), and Lemma (3.4).

If <p is a discrète place, a more direct and more géométrie proof of Theorem 3.1

without resorting to signatures follows easily from the lemma on p. 322 in [G]. It
would be désirable to hâve a similar proof in the gênerai case. The main difficulty
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seems to be that one has to work with quadratic forms on modules, which in gênerai
are not finitely generated.

§4

This section does not use the content of §2 and §3. Assume that (p:K-+Rvoo is

a place from a field K to a real closed field R and that L is & finitely generated field
extension of K. We ask for a criterion that cp is extendable to an jR-valued place of L.
Let o dénote the valuation ring of (p and as in § 1 let 0 dénote the homomorphism
from ^(o) to Z induced by <p.

PROPOSITION 4.1. cp is extendable to an R-valued place of L if and only if 0
vanishes on the kernel of the natural map W(o) -* W(L).

Proof We dénote this kernel by W(o, L).
i) Assume that ^:L->i?uoo is an extension of (p. Then for every Z in W{o)

clearly <p(Z) \j/(ZL) with ZL the image of Z in W{L) under the natural map
W(K)-> W(L). Thus 0(Z) O if Z is in W(o, L).

ii) Now assume 0(W(o, L) 0. We first construct a signature x of L such that

t | K lies over q>. We proceed as in the proof of Prop. 1.1. The kernel P of the ring-
homomorphism 0 from W(o) onto Z contains W(o, L) and'thus yields a prime idéal
F of W(o)/W(o, L), which is a subring of W(L) in a natural way. P must be minimal
[KRW]. Thus we can find a minimal prime idéal Q of W{L) lying over P. Since

W(o)/P^Z embeds into W(L)/Q we hâve W(L)/Q^Z. The only homomorphism

t: W(L)-+Z with kernel g is a signature whose restriction ct t | À'lies over (p.

Let S be a real closure of L with respect to t. Then the algebraic closure K' of AT

in S is a real closure of K with respect to a. By Theorem 1.6 there exists a unique
i?-valued place y ofK' which extends 9. On the other hand the composite field L' LKf
in S is a finitely generated formally real field extension of K'. Thus by a well known
theorem of Artin and Lang ([L, Theorem 7], see also [Kl9 §6]) there exists a place

%:L' -*K'kj co which is the identity on j£'. The i£-valued place yo/ on L' extends y
and thus its restriction to L extends cp. q.e.d.

For any field extension L/K we dénote by W(K9 L) the kernel of the natural map
from W{K) to W(L).

THEOREM 4.2. Let Lz>Kz>kbe three fields such that L/k is finitely generated.

Then thefollowing are équivalent:

i) Any place (p:K-+Rv 00 into a real closed field R which is trivial on k can be

extended to an R-valued place ofL.
ii) The statement i) with the additional condition inserted, that R is algebraic over

Hk).
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iii) W(K9 L) is a torsion group.
Notice that in statement (iii) the field k does not occur.
Proof. (i) =>(ii) is trivial, and (iii) =>(i) foliows from the previous proposition 4.1.

To prove (ii) =>(iii) we assume that there exists an élément Z in W(K9 L) which is not
torsion. We hâve to show that there exists a real closure R of k and a place (p : K-+
-» R u oo which is the identity on k, such that (p cannot be extended to an i?-valued

place of L. We write

with éléments (a^ in Q (K). Since Z is not a torsion élément there exists a signature
a of K such that

([P, Satz 22], see also [LL], [KRW]). Let S dénote a real closure of K with respect to
a and jR dénote the algebraic closure ofk in S. Finally let K' dénote the field composite
KR in S, which is finitely generated over R. According to Artin and Lang [L, Th. 8,

p. 387] there exists a place y:K' -+Rv oo, which is the identity on R, such that ail

y(at), l<i<ft are finite and not zéro and ^(ai) a(ai). Let cp dénote the restriction
of y to K and o the valuation ring of cp. Clearly Ze W(o) and $(Z) a(Z)^0. By
Proposition 4.1 this place q> can not be extended to L. q.e.d.
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